“Angels”

Angels from the private collection of Donna Ford Attallah ’61 and the Angel Series of paintings by Isa D’Arleans
Isa D’Arleans created the Angel Series as a reminder that life remains full of mystery & beauty. The angels in her paintings are strong yet beautifully ethereal, with a deliberately piercing gaze as they stare out of the canvas at the viewer.

Donna Ford Attallah ’61 began collecting angels as a new bride. Over the years, she has gathered over 5,300 angels, acquired during her travels or given to her by students & friends. This exhibit features a sampling of styles from Donna’s diverse collection.

Exhibit Dates:
**August 28–November 8, 2015**

Opening Reception:
**Wednesday, September 23, 2015 • 5–7 p.m.**

Doy and Dee Henley Reading Room, 2nd floor
Leatherby Libraries at Chapman University
One University Drive, Orange, California, 92866

For exhibit hours, visit: www.chapman.edu/library/info/hours.html

Visitor parking is available with purchase of a temporary permit.
For parking fees, maps, & directions, visit www.chapman.edu/map.

For more information: (714) 532-6027 or mellswo@chapman.edu